
Learn the Advantages and Disadvantages of an SBA Loan

Description

If you cannot obtain financing from traditional lenders, you should try applying for a Small Business
Administration (SBA) loan. The Small Business Administration (SBA) collaborates with traditional
banks to provide loans to small business owners around the country.

The availability of these loans assists small business owners like you in achieving the financial stability
required for long-term success. Like all financing solutions, SBA loans are not without risk and are not
suitable for everyone. Before applying for an SBA loan, we must understand the numerous benefits
and drawbacks, which we’ll cover in this essay.

What Are the Advantages of SBA Loans?

1. Obtaining Additional Capital

The most apparent reason small firms seek loans is that they require additional funding to continue
operations. Fortunately, the SBA provides this through its funding programs. If your small business has
had difficulty obtaining the financing it requires, an SBA loan may be a viable choice. Notably, the SBA
assists business owners who have been denied financing elsewhere. You’ll have the cash to employ
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for business expenses once you secure your SBA loan!

2. Fair Terms and Conditions

Although not every small business owner will qualify for an SBA loan, those who do are generally
pleasantly pleased by the terms. SBA loans typically need smaller down payments, have limited (but
still relatively high) interest rates, have adjustable term lengths, and are restructureable.

3. Reliable Cash Flow

Throughout the year, most firms have “uneven” cash flows. If your small business is looking to boost its
cash flow, deploy capital to invest in new equipment, or ensure that it can make payroll, an SBA loan is
something to think about. After all, without cash flow, running your business at the level your
consumers expect can be challenging!

What Are the Drawbacks of SBA Loans?

1. Difficult to get

The SBA loan application process requires substantial paperwork (from personal finance reports to
cash flow projections). Furthermore, the SBA takes a long time to process an application; even once
the paperwork is examined, you may be rejected. Still, if you’re interested in applying, consult the
SBA’s Loan Submission Checklist to see if obtaining an SBA loan is a good investment of your time.

2. Unusually High-Interest Rates

Although the SBA has a cap on loan interest rates, it can be costly compared to alternative financing
options. As of December 2017, this restriction (for 7-year+ loans worth more than $50,000) was set at
25% yearly. However, compared to the interest rates available from a regular lender, the SBA’s rates
are relatively high.

3. Personal Danger

To obtain an SBA loan, business owners (those with 20% or more ownership) must assume some
personal risk. As a result, if your company cannot make loan payments, you may lose the personal
assets you gave as security. As a result, you should only apply for an SBA loan if you believe you can
repay it properly.

After all, you don’t want to jeopardize your personal or corporate finances. Finally, before applying for
an SBA loan, do your homework. It would be absurd to assert that SBA loans are always beneficial or
detrimental to small enterprises.

Instead, it’s crucial to recognize that every organization is unique, so before applying, consider the pros
and cons and how they can affect your firm. An SBA loan may be a viable choice if your company
requires a simple cash flow solution but cannot secure financing from typical lenders.
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